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REGULATION AS DELEGATION

Oren Bar-Gill* and Cass R. Sunstein**

A B S T R A C T

In diverse areas—from retirement savings, to fuel economy, to prescription drugs, to

consumer credit, to food and beverage consumption—government makes personal

decisions for us or helps us make what it sees as better decisions. In other words, gov-

ernment serves as our agent. Understood in light of Principal-Agent Theory and

Behavioral Principal-Agent Theory, a great deal of modern regulation can be helpfully

evaluated as a hypothetical delegation. Shifting from personal decisions to public goods

problems, we introduce the idea of reverse delegation, with the government as principal

and the individuals as agents.

In diverse areas—from retirement savings, to consumer credit, to prescription

drug use, to fuel economy and energy efficiency rules, to tobacco consumption,

to food and beverage consumption—government makes decisions for us or

endeavors to help us make better decisions. In other words, government

serves as our agent. Principal-Agent Theory (PAT), broadly applied in econom-

ics and political science, can serve as a useful framework for considering the

optimal scope and nature of this assistance that our agent, the government,

provides.

It is quite common to talk about government as the agent of the People in a

democratic society (Ackerman 1993).1 Our focus is not on the People, but

rather on an individual person. Accordingly, we are thinking about personal

decisions—decisions whose primary effect is on a single principal, an
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individual.2 To this extent, we are excluding cases in which people’s decisions

affect others. This is not to say that these personal decisions do not have

external effects. Often they do. When people eat unhealthy food, they might

affect others as well, especially if they become sick. Whenever nations have

welfare systems, making sure that people are healthy, save enough, and

borrow prudently may prevent third-party effects.3 But our focus in this article

is on the well-being of the individual, seen as principal.

Our central claim here is that read in light of PAT, a great deal of modern

regulation can be understood and evaluated as a hypothetical delegation,

through which sensible principals delegate authority to those who can make

decisions on their behalf. This claim helps cast a fresh light on some objections

to apparent paternalism—as, for example, where government requires people

to obtain a prescription before using certain medicines, or forbids workers from

running certain risks in the workplace. The use of PAT helps to discipline

discussions that might otherwise be far too abstract. Adding a behavioral

lens, Behavioral PAT (BPAT) helpfully enriches the basic analysis, suggesting

that boundedly rational principals will be prone to both insufficient and exces-

sive delegation.4

One of our principal goals is to enlist PAT and BPAT to distinguish among

several distinctive kinds of hypothetical delegations, involving information,

default rules, incentives, precommitments, mandates, and prohibitions.

Focusing on the benefits and costs of delegation, which depend on its type,

we identify the circumstances in which one or another approach makes sense.

In the domain of personal decisions, we argue, it is helpful to think about the

individual as principal and the government as agent. A different set of regula-

tory problems—public goods problems—can be conceptualized as a reverse

delegation, with the government as principal and the individuals as agents.

Here the government-principal, as representative of the People, sets a public

objective—a clean, sustainable environment, financial stability, higher educa-

tional attainment—and enlists individuals-agents to help attain this objective.

Our central argument is that the idea of regulation-as-delegation provides a

useful frame for the evaluation and design of regulation. It brings to the fore

2 Saul Levmore’s work (2014a,b) on regulation responding to internalities overlaps with our “personal

decisions.” Like us, Levmore writes of individuals soliciting the help of government in dealing with

their internalities problems.

3 At the same time, the issue of third-party effects has to be investigated, rather than asserted, when

people run risks. For example, premature mortality might reduce, rather than increase, costs for the

welfare system, taken as a whole.

4 A behavioral lens has been added to PAT in other contexts (See: Gomez-Mejia & Wiseman 1998;

Pepper 2015; see also: Levmore 2014a,b).
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personal decisions as a central object of regulation. It offers a unified model for

studying disparate regulatory tools that are usually considered in isolation,

highlighting important interactions between them. It captures both hypothe-

tical and actual judgments and decisions by informed but boundedly rational

agents, who often favor delegations of this kind (Bar-Gill and Sunstein 2015;

Sunstein 2015a,b). It embeds this unified model of regulatory powers in an even

more general framework that exposes the necessary links between the design of

regulatory agencies—their structure, goals, and incentives—and the powers

afforded to these agencies.

We acknowledge that a sophisticated analysis of welfare-maximizing regula-

tion could produce many (all?) of the results that we describe, without recourse

to the delegation frame. It would be possible to dispense with that frame and

simply to ask: what kinds of regulation actually promote social welfare? We

view regulation-as-delegation not as a substitute for welfare analysis, but rather

as a vehicle for pushing welfare analysis further and deeper, and for identifying

features of the analysis that might otherwise be ignored. And independent of the

direct welfare question, it is valuable to ask about the kinds of delegations that

people would, and do, support. We approach that question theoretically, by

trying to specify when and why such support would be forthcoming. In ongoing

work, we test the theory against survey evidence (Bar-Gill and Sunstein 2015;

see also Sunstein 2015a,b).

In particular, PAT and BPAT help to identify more clearly the proper scope

of regulation. Focusing on personal decisions, the delegation frame emphasizes

deficits of information and of rationality on the part of regulated individuals as

the main reason for regulatory intervention.5 PAT and BPAT also help to

identify and design the appropriate regulatory approach. For example, we con-

ceptualize default rules as veto-based delegation—as a course of action that the

government-agent suggests to the individual-principal. We show that the desir-

ability of this regulatory approach depends on the alignment (or misalignment)

of interests between the principal and the agent and on the ability of the

individual-principal to effectively exercise her veto power, i.e., to opt-out of

the default when it is appropriate to do so.

The unified regulation-as-delegation framework also highlights important

interactions between different regulatory tools. In the literature, disclosure

mandates and default rules are usually discussed separately. We argue that

5 Relevant discussion can be found in Thaler & Shefrin (1981). Influenced by principal-agent models,

Thaler and Shefrin explore the possibility of dual-self models in which the Planner, acting as a kind

of principal, constrains the Doer. One of the relevant strategies involves the issuance of binding

rules. With modest adjustments, the same approach can be used in cases in which regulation

operates as a delegation.
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often, they are best understood as complements: default rules will not work well

unless individuals have sufficient information effectively to exercise their veto-

power and choose whether to opt-out of the default. Sometimes, of course,

individuals will already have that information, or the market will generate it,

but sometimes disclosure is desirable or necessary to make opt-out rights some-

thing more than a formality. Finally, as a normative matter, conceptualizing

regulation as delegation, in the personal decisions domain, bolsters the legiti-

macy of some regulation, which might otherwise seem questionable as a form of

paternalism—but only when the relevant regulation conforms to the optimal

delegation contract.6

Another contribution of this article is in employing the regulation-as-delega-

tion frame as a bridge between two important literatures that have developed

independently, yet have much to learn from each other. On the one hand, the

behavioral economics literature studies policy interventions that respond to the

bounded rationality of individuals, but sometimes without fully considering

the ignorance, the motivations, or the misalignment of interests of regulators.

On the other hand, the political science and administrative law literature pays

much attention to regulatory agency costs, but much less attention to the

bounded rationality of individuals and how it affects the optimal scope of

regulation. Standard treatments of “market failures” do not devote much dis-

cussion to the kinds of “behavioral market failures” that, in our view, provide

the strongest justification for prominent regulatory regimes.

The article proceeds as follows. Part 1 develops the general PAT and BPAT

model of regulation in the domain of personal decisions. Part 2 characterizes

different regulatory tools according to the degree of implied delegation; high-

lights novel interactions between different forms of regulation-as-delegation;

and identifies the factors that regulators should consider as they strive for

optimal delegation. Part 3 applies PAT and BPAT to public goods problems,

where regulation can be usefully analyzed as a reverse delegation.

1 . D E L E G A T I N G P E R S O N A L D E C I S I O N S

1.1 Hypothetical Delegation

To be clear, we are not thinking about an actual, affirmative act of delegation

between an individual principal and a government agent. Such express

6 For complementary discussion, which could be adapted to incorporate BPAT, see Chetty (2015) in

particular at 25: “Further work is needed to determine whether and how subjective well-being

metrics can be used to reliably measure experienced utility, but they appear to offer at least some

qualitative information on ex post preferences than can help mitigate concerns about paternalism in

behavioral welfare economics.”

4 ~ Bar-Gill and Sunstein: Regulation as Delegation
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delegation, which is the standard assumption in PAT as applied in economics

(Fama 1980; Holmstrom & Milgrom 1991), is unrealistic in the regulatory

context, because individual citizens lack the authority to make such delega-

tions.7 Rather our focus is on hypothetical delegation, designed to illuminate

the normative questions.8 In our view, an understanding of hypothetical deci-

sions helps to illuminate the structure of well-functioning regulatory systems,

which may arise from an actual, and emphatically nonhypothetical, demand

from many or most citizens. In the context of food and drug safety, for example,

or to prevent train and airplane accidents, the public seems to demand some

kinds of regulatory safeguards, effectively delegating authority. But when, and

of what kind? For simplicity, consider a sophisticated individual who does not

have the time or knowledge to make an optimal decision on her own (or does

not have the time to acquire the requisite knowledge). Would this individual

want to delegate the decision to a government agent—either fully or partially?

It is useful to divide this question into two subquestions: first, would the

individual want to delegate the decision to an agent? Second, would the indi-

vidual prefer a government agent or a private agent? The PAT model of regula-

tion focuses on situations where (i) delegation is beneficial and (ii) government

is a good agent. The condition that government is a good agent is intended to

cover scenarios where a government agent is better than a private agent. It is

also intended to cover the common scenario, where a private agent is better

than a government agent, but transaction costs or other market failures make it

too expensive for (at least some) individuals to delegate to a private agent.9

To see the case for regulation as delegation, consider a sophisticated principal

who would want to delegate a decision to a government agent. Regulation that

implements such a delegation can thus be viewed as tracking the principal’s

informed preferences. To that end, the regulation should be designed to mimic

the delegation contract that the principal would write. One question is whether

the principal finds it a benefit or a cost actually to make decisions. It is true and

important that some principals very much want to make some decisions on

their own (Fehr, Herz, & Wilkening 2013)—perhaps because they enjoy doing

7 We emphasize, however, that citizens generally might self-consciously delegate certain decisions to

public officials, and very much for the reasons we discuss. See Conly (2012) for detailed discussion.

8 Or maybe even metaphorical delegation, namely, delegation under PAT as a metaphoric lens for

evaluating and designing optimal regulation (Compare: Vermeule 2015).

9 In a private, market setting delegation would entail a cost—the agent’s fee. Some individuals would

be able to afford this fee, while others would not. Delegation to a government agent, even if this

agent is not as good as the private agent, can serve distributional or equality goals. Note that the

existence of a government agent does not preclude individuals from employing a second, private

agent, as long as the law does not mandate full delegation (see below).
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so, perhaps because they trust their own judgment in certain domains, perhaps

because they want to exercise agency or take responsibility—and would build

that restriction into the contract. And as we shall see, certain kinds of regulation

have restrictions of that kind; consider information disclosure, which (unlike a

default rule) not only preserves the principal’s ultimate authority to choose but

also calls for an active choice on the part of the principal. But some principals

do not enjoy making certain decisions, and others want to avoid responsibility

and much prefer a situation in which that responsibility lies with someone else.

(These points have analogies in cases in which Congress grants, or delegates,

broad discretionary authority to the executive branch.) As we shall also see,

certain kinds of regulations constrain the principal’s ultimate authority for

reasons of this kind.

In reality, many individuals are less than sophisticated or poorly informed.

These individuals may or may not appreciate the benefit from delegation.10 If

they are aware of their own informational deficits, they might be especially

appreciative; but this cannot be guaranteed. They might resent and reject a

delegation that they would embrace if they were informed. Again, regulation-

as-delegation can be conceptualized as the arrangement that the individuals

would have chosen had they been sophisticated and well-informed. As we will

see below, the optimal regulatory structure—the optimal design of the hypothe-

tical delegation contract—depends in part on our beliefs about the sophistica-

tion of the individuals-principals and the information they are thought to

possess, as well as their own vulnerability to behavioral biases (and also the

corresponding vulnerability of their agents).

It is important to recognize that, as compared to actual delegation, hypothe-

tical delegation provides a weaker normative basis for regulation (or anything

else). It is one thing to point to actual consent; it is quite another to hypothesize

it.11 If delegation is not actual, its use is less clearly correct as a legitimating

device. More generally, the idea of hypothetical delegation raises distinctive

issues and concerns.

In contract law and corporate law, legal defaults track the hypothetical con-

tract, or hypothetical corporate structure, that a majority of contracting parties,

or a majority of corporate shareholders, would want (Ayres 1998; Ayres &

10 For an emphasis on this point in the context of savings behavior, and an argument in favor of

considering mandates, see Bubb & Pildes (2014).

11 There is a close connection between the idea of hypothetical consent and the social contract

theory—in fact, the two may be identical. For the most influential modern version of social contract

theory, see Rawls (1971). Note as well that while we are focusing on hypothetical consent, we believe

that actual consent might also be found for many delegations, at least from majorities; further

research would be most valuable on that question. For preliminary evidence, see Sunstein

(2015a), Bar-Gill & Sunstein (2015).

6 ~ Bar-Gill and Sunstein: Regulation as Delegation
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Gertner 1989; Easterbrook & Fischel 1989, p. 1417). The normative basis for

these hypothetical contracts and structures rests in their likely connection with

parties’ desires and in the ability of the parties to opt out and design their own

contracts and structures. The effort to track majority will and the ability to opt

out brings us closer to actual assent, bolstering the legitimacy of the default rule.

In the regulatory context, there is an analogy, but it is not perfect. As in contract

law and corporate law, the delegation should track people’s likely desires. And,

as we shall see, the delegation might take a limited form, allowing opt-out by

individuals who do not like the presumed approach.

When there is a certain delegation in place, e.g., a ban on a certain (dan-

gerous) product, representing a delegation of product choice to the govern-

ment-agent, opt-out is not possible for individuals, but it may occur at the

collective level. Consumers, employees, or borrowers who prefer less delegation,

or no delegation, can lobby the government and push for the desired adjust-

ment. To be sure, political economy constraints limit the viability of such opt-

out in many cases (Bubb & Warren 2014; Gayer & Viscusi 2015; Warren &

Wood 2015). But even in contract law and corporate law, transaction costs,

agency costs, and asymmetric information limit the strength of the opt-out

argument (Ayres & Gertner 1989; Bar-Gill, Barzuza, & Bebchuk 2006;

Bebchuk 1992; Bebchuk & Shavell 1991). While our thesis must rest on the

narrower foundations of hypothetical delegation, there are cases where we come

closer to actual delegation.

In a companion piece, we offer survey evidence suggesting that, in many

cases, individuals would like to delegate to a government agent (Bar-Gill &

Sunstein 2015; see also Sunstein 2015a). While this evidence does not demon-

strate actual delegation, it does bolster the normative case for regulation.

1.2 The Benefits and Costs of Delegation

1.2.1 Why Delegate? The Benefits of Delegation

If delegation is to serve as a useful lens for evaluating and designing regulation,

we must first understand the reasons for delegation. Why would an individual

want to delegate a decision to a government-agent?

Principals delegate decisions to agents (i) because they do not have time to

make all the required decisions on their own, (ii) because they do not enjoy

making those decisions, (iii) because they do not want to take responsibility,

(iv) because the agent is better informed or enjoys greater expertise, or (v)

because the agent is otherwise more likely to make good choices (for example,

because he is calmer, less subject to behavioral biases, or more objective). In

other words, a delegation can reduce the costs of decisions, the costs of errors,

or both. To make the idea vivid, imagine an agent who would be able to make
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precisely the decisions one would oneself make, if one had time and informa-

tion, and if one were free from relevant biases. Unless choice-making were

believed to be valuable in itself—and it sometimes is (Fehr, Herz, &

Wilkening 2013), as we shall see—the act of delegation would, under those

circumstances, be highly attractive.

For a concrete example, think of a corporate board delegating to the com-

pany’s management team. The board cannot possibly make all the decisions

required for the day-to-day operation of the company. Or consider the CEO of

a large company. She cannot possibly make all necessary decisions about each

employee, about each feature of the company’s numerous products or services,

and about the relationship between the company and each of its millions of

customers. Indeed, management experts and markets are critical of CEOs who

attempt to micromanage and in that sense fail to delegate (Weyand 1996).

Even if a principal is as good as an agent, or indeed even if a principal is better

than an agent, delegation has significant advantages simply because it saves time

and thus eliminates a kind of “bandwidth tax.”12 The CEO of a company, or

indeed the president of the USA, might believe himself to be the best decision-

maker across a broad territory but might delegate simply in order to avoid being

overwhelmed by the sheer number of decisions. Consider these words from

President Barack Obama: “You’ll see I wear only gray or blue suits. I’m trying to

pare down decisions. I don’t want to make decisions about what I’m eating or

wearing. Because I have too many other decisions to make” (Lewis 2012). Even

in its standard form, PAT has not paid enough attention to the bandwidth

problem, which is sufficient to justify a large number of delegations.

In the context of personal decisions, the same point holds. If individuals had

to make decisions about everything that affects their lives, they would quickly be

overwhelmed (Conly 2012). Within families, explicit or implicit delegations

occur every day, and when things are working well, they are designed to pro-

duce a productive division of labor. Government itself, and delegations to

public officials, greatly simplify life insofar as they make it unnecessary for

individuals to acquire information and to make decisions of various sorts—a

point to which we will return.

An additional benefit of delegation follows when the agent has superior

information and expertise.13 Indeed, the principal may want to delegate to

the agent the task of acquiring information and expertise in a certain area.

Since the principal needs to make many decisions across many different

12 For relevant discussion, emphasizing the constraints of time scarcity and its effects on “bandwidth,”

see Mullainathan & Shafir (2012).

13 The point is emphasized in Conly (2012) as a justification for mandates and bans.
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contexts, she will benefit from delegating these information-gathering tasks to

different agents. For example, I may want to delegate to the Consumer Finance

Protection Bureau (CFPB) the task of gathering information and acquiring

expertise in the financial context. At the same time, I may want to delegate

to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) the task of gathering information

and acquiring expertise about nutrition and pharmaceutical products. I do not

want to take medicines that do not work, or that make me sicker, and hence I

delegate to the FDA the authority to make rules governing prescription drugs.14

Bounded rationality, including an assortment of behavioral biases, provides

additional reasons to delegate. BPAT emphasizes that boundedly rational prin-

cipals should delegate, because they can avoid biased decisions by delegating to

unbiased, fully rational agents. Suppose, for example, that some principals

suffer from optimistic bias or present bias, or that they would display the

endowment effect, perhaps to their detriment. If so, they might want to delegate

authority to someone who would not show the relevant biases. Indeed, there is

evidence that people do not display the endowment effect when they are acting

as agents—a strong point in favor of using agents (Arlen, Spitzer, & Talley 2002;

Arlen & Tontrup 2015). There is also evidence that when people are acting as

agents for others, they do not show optimistic bias, another strong point in

favor of using agents (Pronin 2002; Sharot 2011). If people use heuristics that

produce serious errors, they might well favor some kind of delegation.15

With respect to personal decisions, the constraints of time and information

often loom large, even for fully rational choosers. Most individuals would want

to, and find time to, participate in decisions affecting their retirement savings,

their mortgage financing, their credit card borrowing, and the food they con-

sume. But often they lack the necessary information or expertise to make an

optimal decision on their own. And often they lack the time and interest to

acquire the necessary information or expertise.16 Delegation to a better-

informed, expert agent would thus be an attractive option—at least if the

experts’ motivations can be trusted.

14 The standard motivations for delegation were succinctly summarized by Laffont & Martimort (2002,

p. 28): “Delegation can be motivated either by the possibility of benefitting from some increasing

returns associated with the division of tasks, which is at the root of economic progress, or by the

principal’s lack of time or lack of any ability to perform the task himself, or by any other form of the

principal’s bounded rationality when facing complex problems.”

15 For powerful evidence of heuristic-driven errors in the context of health insurance decisions, along

with a plea for what we would consider a delegation, see Bhargava, Loewenstein, & Sydnor (2015). A

general argument to this effect can be found in Bhargava & Loewenstein (2015).

16 For an extended but partial counterargument, see Gigerenzer (2015b) (arguing that in many

domains, even apparently complex ones, it is both best and possible to equip people to make

their own choices).
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Moreover, these personal decisions are frequently affected by bias, misper-

ception and other forms of imperfect rationality. Procrastination might result

in insufficient saving for retirement (Laibson 2015). Optimism and myopia

might lead to excessive borrowing (Bar-Gill 2012). Affect-driven food choices

might result in adverse health consequences (Canetti, Bachar, & Berry 2002;

Wansink 2014). A sophisticated individual who is aware of her imperfect

rationality would seek to avoid a biased decision by delegating to an unbiased

agent. And to protect naı̈ve individuals who are unaware of their imperfect

rationality, it may be desirable to impose such delegation.17

It is essential to emphasize that the benefits of delegation depend on the

information, expertise, and motivations of the agent (Gigerenzer 2015a;

Glaeser 2006). On standard Hayekian grounds, we might think that govern-

ment will lack important information about the preferences, values, and tastes

of individuals (Hayek 2014). If so, there will be an argument for a limited

delegation or for no delegation. Arguing in favor of his famous Harm

Principle, Mill emphasized the same problem. In Mill’s view, the problem

with outsiders, including government officials, is that they lack the necessary

information. Mill insists that the individual “is the person most interested in his

own well-being,” and the “ordinary man or woman has means of knowledge

immeasurably surpassing those that can be possessed by any one else” (Mill

1859). When government seeks to help with our personal decisions, it does so

on the basis of “general presumptions,” and these “may be altogether wrong,

and even if right, are as likely as not to be misapplied to individual cases” (id.).

In our view, these claims are too stark. In many areas, outsiders, including

government, have epistemic advantages over choosers. An understanding of

behavioral biases suggests that Mill’s emphasis on the knowledge of the

“ordinary man or woman” is far too optimistic. (For evidence in an important

context, see Bhargava, Loewenstein, & Sydnor 2015.) But it is true that when the

potential government agent has more limited advantages, in terms of informa-

tion and expertise, there is less reason to delegate. This point is especially

important when the agent has particular values and tastes, which the govern-

ment agent may not understand or appreciate. And when the potential agent

might suffer herself from cognitive bias, or other forms of imperfect rationality,

there is less reason to delegate to that agent. It should go without saying that if

the agent has motivations of her own, diverging from those of the principal,

then a delegation is far less attractive. The emerging field of “behavioral public

17 For a discussion of the sophisticated vs. naı̈ve distinction, see Laibson (2015, p. 5); DellaVigna &

Malmendier (2006, p. 714). For instance, a less sophisticated agent, suffering from hindsight bias,

might choose an inefficiently low level of delegation, after receiving information about an agent’s

prior mistake (Danz et al. 2015).
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choice” (Gayer & Viscusi 2015; Schnellenbach & Schubert 2015) rightly empha-

sizes points of this kind, and they can easily be made part of BPAT.

1.2.2 The Costs of Delegation

Delegation can have important benefits, but as the immediately preceding dis-

cussion suggests, it can also impose serious costs. Standard PAT emphasizes the

risks (to the principal) from delegation. When the interests of the agent are not

perfectly aligned with the interests of the principal, delegation can be harmful to

the principal. In particular, the better-informed agent might make decisions

that promote her own interests, rather than those of the principal.18 In the

catchphrase, information is power. (Compare: Aghion & Tirole 1997, p. 21)

Delegation seeks to harness this power by employing a better-informed agent.

But the power of information can be turned against the principal, when the

interests of the principal and the agent are misaligned. If the public officials are

taken as the agents, their own motivations, or those of powerful private groups

to which they are beholden, might produce a serious misalignment.

The related problem of “moral hazard” has been studied in many contexts

that involve PAT.19 An employee might shirk on the job, if her effort level is

unobservable by her employer. A manager might choose an excessively risky

project (or an excessively safe project), if relevant features of the project are

unobservable to shareholders. And the Administrator of the EPA is more likely

to take action—regulatory action or enforcement action—not in line with the

President’s policy preferences, if this action is unobservable to the President

(Bubb & Warren 2014; Hermalin 1993; Yellen 1984). These risks are, in some

sense, inherent to delegation. As Arrow succinctly explains: “by definition the

agent has been selected for his specialized knowledge and the principal can

never hope to completely check the agent’s performance” (Arrow 1964).

Delegation of personal decisions to a government agent entails similar risks

and costs. An agent who believes deeply in the importance of healthy eating may

promote food consumption choices that do not reflect the preferences of an

individual-principal who greatly enjoys a particular unhealthy food (Rebonato

2011). The agent might also promote the interests of particular providers—say,

the dairy or meat industry—at the expense of those of the individual-principal.

18 In their exposition to PAT, or incentive theory, Laffont & Martimort (2002, p. 2), write: “Conflicting

objectives and decentralized information are thus the two basic ingredients of incentive theory.”

19 Moral hazard or hidden action is one of the main problems studied in PAT. The other main

problems are “adverse selection” or hidden knowledge (the agent has some private knowledge

about his cost or valuation) and nonverifiability (when the principal and the agent share the

same information, but no third party (specifically, a court) can observe this information (See:

Laffont & Martimort 2002).
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Similarly, the level of saving or borrowing that the agent deems appropriate

might deviate from what the individual-principal would have chosen, had she

been perfectly informed and perfectly rational (Zywicki 2012).

As we have seen, one source of the problem is misalignment of interests.

There are several possible sources for such misalignment. The first is pure

paternalism: the government agent believes that she knows what is best for

the principals, even if the relevant principals do not see it that way.20 In the

cases we have in mind, the government is second-guessing people’s ends (rather

than their means), and pushing them toward choices that they would reject,

even if they were perfectly informed and unbiased. You should be discouraged

from buying chocolate candy, even if you really enjoy chocolate candy and

believe that the health risks are worth incurring. You should save more for

retirement, even if you (rationally) believe that you have a really pressing

current consumption need, which outweighs the value of additional savings

(now).

A second and related problem occurs when the agent is imperfectly informed

about the individual-principal’s preferences. Here the government agent does

not want to impose her paternalistic preferences; she strives to follow and

implement the preferences of the individual-principal, but her information

about those preferences is limited. For example, and consistent with Mill’s

central concern, the agent may promote a savings level that is beneficial for

the average person, but not for a specific individual with specific preferences or

needs.21 Or the agent might believe that a particular principal wants to stop

smoking when nothing could be further from the truth. Consider here the fact

that when buying presents during holiday season, family members and friends

make systematic and costly errors about the preferences of the recipients, caus-

ing billions of dollars in deadweight losses (Waldfogel 2009). If family members

and friends make such errors, government agents will often be unreliable,

simply because they lack important information.

The third source of misalignment is capture. In contrast to the well-meaning

paternalistic agent, or the misinformed one, the captured agent is promoting

the interests of some third party, the food industry or the financial sector, for

example, at the expense of the individual-principal. You should drink milk and

20 We bracket the complexities with seeing paternalism as a misalignment of interests. On those

complexities, see Conly (2012) (distinguishing between ends paternalism and means paternalism);

Sunstein (2013b) (same). Obviously, the problem of misalignment is reduced when government is

genuinely respecting people’s ends and merely nudging them toward preferable means for achieving

those ends.

21 This problem is mitigated by big data, which provides the agent with individualized information

(Porat & Strahilevitz 2014, p. 1421; Sunstein 2014b, p. 11).
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eat beef, because that is in the best interest of powerful dairy and beef producers.

You should be encouraged to obtain risky credit card or mortgage products,

because the banking industry stands to gain. A related form of indirect capture

occurs when a regulator had a previous career in the industry or foresees a

future career in the industry; there may be a risk that experience, or future

career prospects, will create capture. In the crudest form, the agent is genuinely

focused on the interest of the industry, because promoting those interests will

help the agent. But even the most well-motivated government agents may

experience a form of “epistemic capture,” when their backgrounds and experi-

ences lead them to form judgments that are misaligned with the interests of

their principals.

The fourth source of misalignment derives from the complex, multifaceted

objectives of the government-agent. For example, before the creation of the

CFPB by the Dodd–Frank Act, the Federal Reserve Board (FRB) and the Office

of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) were responsible for consumer

protection (in the consumer finance space). But these same agencies were

also responsible for ensuring the safety and soundness of financial institutions.

These two objectives sometimes pulled in different directions, leading to insuf-

ficient focus on the interests of consumers, thus producing a principal–agent

relationship that was far from ideal (Bar-Gill & Warren 2008, pp. 88–90).

By drawing attention to behavioral biases, BPAT suggests some distinctive

benefits from delegation, overlooked by standard PAT, but it also shows that

delegation entails another and potentially serious cost, one that should play a

large role in the emerging field of behavioral public choice. An agent with

misaligned interests can take advantage of the imperfectly rational principal.

A principal might trust an agent who is not trustworthy. A financial adviser

might suggest a package of investments that reflect a conflict of interest (in the

form of economic benefits, for the agent, from certain choices) (Council of

Economic Advisors 2015). Similar concerns about an underappreciated conflict

of interest have been raised with respect to mortgage brokers as agents.22 In

such cases, principals might need some kind of strategy to control the risk that

they will be too trusting.23

An imperfectly rational principal might also overestimate the informational

advantage or expertise of the agent. Agents are not always as competent as they

appear to be: the investment adviser might hold mistaken beliefs about the

22 Such concerns were recently addressed by the FRB in a rule banning yield-spread premiums. 12 CFR

Part 226 (Federal Register/Vol. 75, No. 185/Friday, September 24, 2010).

23 See the proposed regulation from the Department of Labor on the definition of “fiduciary.” 29 CFR

Parts 2509 and 2510 (Federal Register/Vol. 80, No. 75, April 20, 2015).
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advantages of active management. The mortgage broker might offer false advice

about when to refinance a mortgage (Agarwal, Driscoll, & Laibson 2013). More

generally, optimistic bias might lead a principal to discount the risks associated

with a delegation of authority. We could imagine an array of heuristics that

could lead to undue trust, including the availability heuristic (leading to trust

because of recent or salient examples of trustworthiness), the representativeness

heuristic (leading to trust because the relevant agent “looks like” a trustworthy

type), and the affect heuristic (leading to trust because of an immediate, but

unreliable, positive affective reaction).

1.3 Competing (or Complementary) Delegations

The analysis thus far has presented a binary choice between delegation and no

delegation. In the next Part we will consider different degrees of delegation, but

even then the question will be how should decision-making powers be allocated

between the individual-principal and the government-agent. This two-party

framework is, in some cases, incomplete. The two-party framework assumes

that any decision-making power that is not delegated to the government-agent

remains with the individual-principal. In particular, no delegation has been

taken to mean that the individual makes the decision. In many cases, the

individual does exactly that, and no delegation is involved.

Importantly, however, an absence of delegation to a government-agent does

not necessarily mean “no delegation.” Rather, it could entail (implicit) delega-

tion to another agent, usually a market agent. In the consumer protection

context, when the regulator has less decision-making powers, sellers have

more decision-making powers. The question then becomes: who is the better

agent—the government or the market? (Gillette 2004)

If the government does not regulate a certain market, then sellers-as-agents

have more leeway to influence the decisions of consumers-principals. If all

consumers are perfectly rational, then we would expect them to delegate to

sellers only when such delegation is optimal. If consumers are imperfectly

rational, then sellers might obtain excessive decision-making powers. They

might offer products or services that are harmful to consumers, or steer con-

sumers towards products or services that are less beneficial (to consumers), but

more profitable (to sellers).

Moving from a two-party framework to a three-party framework suggests an

additional role for the government: the government-agent can help the indivi-

dual-principal monitor the seller-agent. It is impossible, in many cases, to strip

sellers from all decision-making powers. And, in most cases, it would be unde-

sirable to do so. Sellers possess valuable information and can serve as effective

agents. Still, sellers’ incentives generally are not perfectly aligned with those of
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consumers. A sophisticated individual-principal would want to monitor the

seller-agent—perhaps through disclosure requirements, perhaps through

more aggressive requirements of various sorts (Loewenstein, Cain, & Sah

2011). And government can help. In some cases, two agents are better than

one (Varian 1990).

Finally, we note that, even without the introduction of market agents, regula-

tion-as-delegation often involves multiple agents. In the reality of the regulatory

state, multiple agencies sometimes have jurisdiction over a single personal deci-

sion, which creates both opportunities and challenges. The Environmental

Protection Agency and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

both serve as our agents, influencing features of the vehicles that we purchase;

personal decisions are a part of their analysis (Gayer & Viscusi 2013). The CFPB

and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) both serve as our agents in the con-

sumer finance space. The Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, in its role

as overseer of (among other things) cost-benefit analysis at other agencies, serves

as another agent (Sunstein 2014a). In some personal decisions, Congress and the

courts play key roles, and can also be counted as agents of the individual-princi-

pal. And in some cases, federal agencies share authority with state agencies,

further contributing to the multiple-agent problem.24

2 . O P T I M A L D E L E G A T I O N

Delegation is not a binary choice—to delegate or not to delegate. There are

different degrees and different forms of delegation. The Regulation-as-

Delegation model recharacterizes known regulatory tools as mechanisms for

implementing different degrees and forms of delegation. We begin by describ-

ing how different regulatory tools implement different degrees of delegation.

We then offer guidance on how to choose the optimal degree of delegation.

2.1 Degrees of Delegation

It is useful to begin with the two polar options: no delegation and complete

delegation. No delegation corresponds to a hands-off, free market approach.25

The government does nothing (aside from the imposing the constraints of the

common law—an admittedly important aside (Hale 1923)), leaving individuals

to make personal decisions on their own. At the other extreme, complete delega-

tion gives all of the decision-making power to the government agent, leaving no

24 The question of fuel economy is an example. See Freeman & Rossi (2012).

25 We bracket some empirical and conceptual problems with this idea. Some form of choice archi-

tecture is inevitable, and it will affect what people choose. See Thaler et al. (2013).
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role for the individual. Mandates and bans are examples of complete delegation.

The government decides that late fees in credit cards and prepayment penalties in

mortgage contracts cannot exceed a specified level. The individual has no say in

the matter. She cannot choose a credit card with a higher late fee or a mortgage

with a larger prepayment penalty, even if these products are beneficial to her.

Complete delegation can be further divided between rule-based delegation

and standard-based delegation. (For related discussion, see Thaler & Shefrin

(1981).) Rule-based full delegation occurs when the government-agent decides

to mandate or ban a specific course of action. Standard-based full delegation

occurs when the decision is exercised ex post by a judge or an administrative

agency following a fact-intensive inquiry (Kaplow 1992).

In between these polar options, there are several types of partial delegation.

The most important include (i) information delegation, (ii) veto-based delega-

tion, (iii) incentive delegation, and (iv) commitment delegation. We discuss

each of them in turn.26

2.1.1 Information Delegation

Understood as principals, people often want to make the ultimate decision, but

they are aware that they lack relevant information. They delegate authority to an

agent who will find that information and disclose it to them.

With information delegation, the government agent collects information and

discloses it to the individual-principal who then makes a decision. Alternatively,

the government agent requires a third party, e.g., a seller or service provider, to

provide information to the individual-principal. A government-sponsored

antismoking advertising campaign is an example of the former.

(Government-formulated warnings that tobacco companies must place on

their cigarette packs also fall under this category.) Regulation requiring credit

card issuers to disclose, on the monthly bill, the total interest and fees paid from

the beginning of the year is an example of the latter.27 There are of course

vigorous discussions about the effectiveness of information disclosure, but

there is no doubt that it has become a pervasive regulatory tool, and that its

popularity stems in part from the fact that it maintains freedom of choice for

individual-principals (Ben-Shahar & Schneider 2014).

26 Our framework encompasses traditional regulatory approaches, like mandates, bans, taxes and

subsidies, as well as regulatory approaches associated with behaviorally informed policymaking,

like default rule design and forced choice. (Disclosure mandates are part of both the traditional

and the behavioral approaches.) Compare: Bubb & Pildes (2014).

27 See Center for Disease Control and Prevention, Campaign Overview (http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/

campaign/tips/about/campaign-overview.html) (government anti-smoking campaign); Jolls (2013)

(warnings on cigarette packs); Bar-Gill (2012, Ch. 2) (credit card disclosures).
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Information delegation may seem minimalist, closer to the no delegation end

of the spectrum. After all, the agent is just providing information and the

principal makes the decision. But any particular disclosure requirement has a

degree of selectivity. Government requires automobile manufacturers to dis-

close information about fuel economy, but not about the vehicle’s ability to

accelerate or the likelihood that it will require repair. By virtue of their very

selectivity, disclosure requirements are not quite minimalist. Therefore, even

with information delegation, there is a risk of moral hazard, since the agent

usually has (at least some) discretion over what information to collect and how

to disclose it (framing).

In a behavioral model, information delegation provides even more power to

the agent, who can significantly influence the principal’s decision through both

the substance and framing of the disclosed information. For example, an empha-

sis on losses, rather than gains, might produce a larger effect on the principal.

BPAT draws attention to this point. Individual-principals might not be well-

attuned to the importance of framing, and so the power to frame might be

abused by the government-agent, certainly if it has its own interests or those

of powerful private groups in mind. In addition, individual-principals might

underestimate the risks arising when the relevant information is complex and

might be treated as mere background noise or when the information influences

nondeliberative (System 1) processes (Bar-Gill & Ferrari 2010; Bubb 2015).

There is also a concern that uninformed, boundedly rational individual-

principals might draw false inferences from the disclosed information.

Consider the example of genetically modified food products (or GMOs—food

products with Genetically Modified Organisms). The best available scientific

evidence suggests that GMOs are not harmful to humans and to the environ-

ment. Still, state legislatures and government agencies have considered mandates

that would require manufacturers of food products to include a GMO disclosure.

What would an individual infer from such a disclosure? An informed, rational

individual would realize, in light of the evidence, that the disclosure is a product

either of interest group pressure or of the government’s belief that individuals

should be informed even if there is no risk of harm. A less-informed or bound-

edly rational individual, however, might falsely infer that if the government

mandates a GMO disclosure, it must be because GMOs are harmful to heath

or to the environment. It is certainly plausible that many consumers would, in

fact, make that false inference. The concern about false inferences cautions, in

some cases, against even the relatively weak information delegation.

2.1.2 Veto-Based Delegation

Under veto-based delegation, the government agent makes a presumptive deci-

sion, and the individual-principal can then veto the agent’s decision and replace
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it with a different decision. The informed, expert agent suggests a course of

action to the principal, but it is only a suggestion. Veto-based delegation repre-

sents default rules as a regulatory technique. Regulatory defaults are common.

Examples include retirement savings (Beshears & Weller 2010), organ dona-

tions (in many nations in Europe) (Johnson & Goldstein 2003), health insur-

ance plans, liability insurance coverage (Johnson et al. 1993), and overdraft

protection (Willis 2013). Such defaults tend to stick, in part because they con-

tain an implicit recommendation (offered by the principal), in part because of

the power of inertia and procrastination (which the principal might be exploit-

ing) (Johsnon & Goldstein 2013).

The delegation frame offers a new way of thinking about (or even a new

justification for) default rules. A principal would wish to delegate to a knowl-

edgeable expert agent the task of investigating possible options and coming up

with a recommended course of action. On the other hand, given the potential

misalignment of interests between the principal and the agent, the principal

would want to reserve the power to reject the agent’s recommendation. Default

rules thus balance the benefits and costs of delegation, and in many cases, the

resulting balance is exactly the right one. Of course it is also possible that default

rules will lead people to outcomes that they do not like (Rebonato 2011), and

also that they will produce opt-outs that are not in people’s interests, suggesting

that other forms of delegation, including complete delegation via mandates,

would be better (Bubb & Pildes 2014).

Note that our assessment of the degree of delegation implemented through

veto-based delegation depends on our model of the principal. In a rational

choice framework, veto-based delegation seems closer to the no-delegation

end of the spectrum, whereas in a behavioral economics framework, where

defaults can be very sticky, veto-based delegation can be much closer to the

full delegation end (Rebonato 2011).

2.1.3 Incentive Delegation

Under incentive delegation, the government agent identifies the optimal course

of action and provides the individual-principal with incentives to adopt the

identified course of action; the decision remains with the individual-principal.

Tax breaks for certain retirement investment vehicles provide an example of

carrot-type incentives. A special tax on tobacco products provides an example

of stick-type incentives,28 as do proposals for some kind of tax on fattening or

unhealthy foods (Strnad 2005).

28 In some sense, incentive delegation is the basic form of delegation in the economic PAT literature,

which studies how optimally designed incentive schemes mitigate the principal-agent problem. See:

Laffont & Martimort (2002).
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In important respects, incentive delegation is similar to veto-based delega-

tion. In both cases, the government-agent identifies the optimal course of

conduct and communicates it to the individual-principal. And in both

cases, the individual-principal retains the power to make the final decision.

There are important differences, however. Under veto-based delegation,

rejecting the agent’s proposal is relatively easy or low-cost, and in the simplest

cases, it involves just a “click.” (To be sure, opting out of the default

can sometimes involve significant transaction costs; and, in a behavioral

model, opting out involves additional, psychological costs.) Under incentive

delegation, in contrast, deviating from the agent’s preferred course of action

can entail substantial costs. In this sense, incentive delegation is closer to the

full delegation end of the spectrum, at least if the economic incentive is

significant.

Another difference between these two forms of delegation has to do with the

content of the course of action that the agent recommends. Under veto-based

delegation, the agent identifies a specific course of action, e.g., “be an organ

donor,” “avoid overdraft protection,” or “contribute 3% of your salary to a

retirement savings plan.” Under incentive delegation, the agent identifies a

direction in which a decision should be adjusted, e.g., “save more for

retirement” or “smoke less.” In this sense, incentive delegation is closer to

the no delegation end of the spectrum, as it refrains from identifying a specific

course of action (it does not identify a specific level of savings, for example). As

the incentive grows in size, of course, the difference between no-delegation and

incentive delegation increases.

2.1.4 Commitment Delegation

A boundedly rational principal who is prone to procrastination or might fail

to make the optimal decision for other reasons may benefit from

commitment mechanisms (Thaler & Shefrin 1981). The government-principal

may effectively provide such mechanisms. We can understand commitment

delegation to occur when a principal asks an agent to create some kind of

commitment device—as, for example, when a principal makes an arrangement

by which a friend, or an institution, imposes penalties or barriers in the

event that the principal deviates from a certain course of action (to

stop smoking, to lose weight, to save money, to stop gambling) (Ayres 2010).

The commitment objective can be achieved by different forms of delegation.

A major example is social security, where the government facilitates a com-

mitment to save for retirement. Other government-regulated retirement vehi-

cles, such as 401(k) plans, serve a similar commitment role. Whereas social

security illustrates commitment as full delegation, the tax incentives
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accompanying 401(k) accounts illustrate commitment as incentive delegation.

And legislation encouraging employers to switch from opt-in to opt-out retire-

ment plans, illustrates the role of veto-based delegation, working in tandem

with incentive delegation, to facilitate commitment (Bubb & Pildes 2014;

Beshears & Weller 2010). It is plausible to think that commitments might

make sense also in other contexts, at least when systematic errors can be

shown by uninformed or biased principals (Bhargava, Loewenstein, & Sydnor

2015). Of course it is true that commitment delegations, like all other forms,

can go wrong for the reasons we have outlined, above all lack of information

and misaligned incentives.

2.2 The Optimal Degree of Delegation

In light of this understanding of different regulatory approaches as forms or

degrees of delegation, the choice among the different regulatory approaches can

be seen as a problem of identifying the optimal degree of delegation.29

2.2.1 The Benefits and Costs of Delegation

We have analyzed the benefits and costs of the delegation decision itself. The

same benefits and costs determine the optimal degree of delegation. In many

cases, the basic trade-off is between the relative advantage of the agent as

decisionmaker (better information, more expertise, less bias) and the potential

misalignment of interests between the principal and the agent.30

When the individual-principal has more time, information, and expertise,

the benefits from delegation are diminished. The same is true when the indi-

vidual-principal is more sophisticated and less prone to bias; the debate

between those who favor default rules and those who favor education

(including financial literacy) and active choosing can be understood in this

light.31 When principals are sophisticated and unbiased, or can become so

(without undue cost), full delegation will rarely be optimal, and active choosing

has a great deal of appeal. It is important to add, however, that even sophisti-

cated principals may want an agent to collect information for them

29 This analysis can guide a legislature that decided to “assign” a certain issue to a regulatory agency

and must now decide what powers, i.e., regulatory tools to give the agency. It can also provide

guidance to an agency that needs to choose among the different regulatory tools at its disposal.

30 In some cases, there would not even be an advantage to trade-off against the potential misalignment

of interests, e.g., when, for good Millian reasons, the agent lacks information that the principal has.

31 See, e.g., Gigerenzer (2014) (generally arguing for education); Willis (2011) (arguing that financial

education does not work and that default rules would be better). See generally Grüne-Yanoff &

Hertwig (2015).
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(information delegation) or to suggest a course of action (veto-based delega-

tion).32 For example, the regulation of consumer credit differs from, and entails

a greater degree of delegation than, the regulation of corporate credit.33 The less

sophisticated consumer-principal prefers to delegate more to the government-

agent than the more sophisticated corporation-principal.

When the interests of the principal and the agent are further apart, a lower

degree of delegation is of course preferable. In such cases, full delegation (man-

dates and bans) is undesirable, and different forms of partial delegation (veto-

based delegation, information delegation, incentive delegation) should be

considered. Perhaps even no delegation is best (Glaeser 2006). On the other

hand, when the interests of the principal and the agent are more closely aligned,

a higher degree of delegation, perhaps even full delegation, become more

attractive.

Return, for example, to consumer finance. The optimal degree of delegation

depends on the relationship between the interests of the individual-principal

and the interests of the government-agent. Before the financial crisis,

markets for consumer financial products were regulated mostly by the FRB,

the OCC, and other prudential regulators. These agencies were concerned

first and foremost about the safety and soundness of banks. The interests of

consumers were but a secondary concern in their regulatory mission.

Questions about regulatory capture of some of these agencies suggest an

additional wedge between the interests of the consumer-principal and those

of the government-agent (Bar-Gill & Warren 2008, pp. 90–91). With such

misalignment of interests, the optimal degree of delegation should be quite

limited.

The regulatory landscape governing consumer finance has changed signifi-

cantly after the financial crisis. The Dodd–Frank Act established a new

regulator, the CFPB, and structured it in a way that aligns its interests with

those of individual consumers. To be sure, any regulator, old or new,

poses risks, both because of its potential lack of knowledge and its distinctive

incentives. But if it is properly considered a more faithful agent, the CFPB

should be granted a higher degree of delegation. Indeed, Congress has granted

the CFPB substantial regulatory powers, including the novel power to police

32 Not surprisingly, veto-based delegation has been shown to be superior to full delegation, when the

individual-principal is expected to make better decisions after rejecting the government-agent’s

suggestion (when the suggestion is rejected). See Mylovanov (2008).

33 The new Consumer Financial Protection Bureau was endowed with substantial powers to regulate

the consumer credit market. See www.consumerfinance.gov. There is no comparable regulator, or

comparable regulatory powers, for corporate credit.
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“abusive” acts and practices,34 apparently in the belief (not unanimously held

to be sure) that it will have the proper incentives to protect individual-

principals.

2.2.2 Behavioral Factors

BPAT provides a novel justification for delegation. It also informs the optimal

degree of delegation.

2.2.2.1 Commitment vs. flexibility. BPAT introduced Commitment

Delegation. A principal who is aware of his weakness-of-will would benefit

from the availability of commitment devices, and would seek out an agent

that offers such commitment devices.35 For example, such a principal would

want his agent to impose large penalties when the principal withdraws funds

from his retirement account. In this context, optimal delegation involves a

trade-off between commitment and flexibility. The principal seeks

commitment—to facilitate savings and prevent reckless, impulsive withdrawals.

But the principal also wants to allow withdrawals for emergency situations and

for other well-considered expenses (Koszegi 2014). Another example: an indi-

vidual-principal who seeks to borrow on favorable terms (specifically, a low

interest rate) would like to make a commitment to the lender that he will repay

the loan. However, the principal would also like to retain a measure of flexibility

and the ability to discharge the loan in bankruptcy if his financial situation

becomes dire.

This trade-off between commitment and flexibility can be implemented

through different regulatory tools or different types of delegation. Focusing

on complete delegation, the relevant choice is between rule-based and

standard-based delegation. The retirement savings example features rule-

based delegation: an ex ante mandatory rule specifies a prohibition on early

withdrawals and also carves out the exceptions for this prohibition. The mag-

nitude of the penalty for violating the early-withdrawal prohibition reflects the

trade-off between commitment and flexibility. In contrast, the credit-

bankruptcy example illustrates the use of standard-based delegation. The

individual-principal delegates to a government-agent, the bankruptcy judge,

the power to decide whether discharge of the debt is justifiable in the particular

circumstances. The stringency of the applied means test implements the

commitment-flexibility trade-off.

34 The ability to “design” an agent’s objective function is a unique feature of the regulatory application.

In the economic literature, PAT usually takes the agent’s objective function as given. See: Laffont &

Martimort (2002).

35 See the discussion in Thaler & Shefrin (1981), which bears directly on this claim, but without

speaking of government.
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2.2.2.2 Prices vs. sanctions. The choice between incentive delegation and

complete delegation depends in part on our assumptions about the knowledge

and the rationality of the individual-principal. From a rational choice perspec-

tive, complete delegation via bans is conceptually identical to incentive delega-

tion, where the sanction for violating the ban operates as the incentive to follow

the government-agent’s recommended course of action.36 Suppose, for exam-

ple, that a violator faces a civil penalty of $100; that amount operates as an

incentive. (To be sure, criminal sanctions can raise distinctive issues.) From a

behavioral perspective, however, the two types of delegation operate differ-

ently: incentive delegation encourages the principal to make a cost-benefit

trade-off, and a complete delegation does not. A tax on energy-inefficient

appliances, designed to encourage energy-efficient choices (and thus to over-

come present bias on the part of consumers), allows people to select energy-

efficient appliances; a ban on energy-inefficient appliances is far more

aggressive.

Put differently, with incentive delegation, the individual-principal expressly

retains much decision-making power (depending of course on the magnitude

of the incentive); this is not the case with complete delegation. (Compare:

Cooter 1984; Gneezy & Rustichini 2000.) Accordingly, when principals are

expected to behave rationally, the choice between these two forms of delegation

is likely to be less important; a fine is a price. In contrast, the choice between

complete delegation and incentive delegation should receive careful attention

when individuals-principals are imperfectly rational, because a complete dele-

gation will impose far more constraint. Whether this is a virtue or a vice

depends on the knowledge and the incentives of both principals and agents.

(For relevant discussion, see Conly 2012, pp. 149–152.)

2.2.2.3 Losses vs. gains. Incentive delegation encompasses both taxes and

subsidies. From a rational choice perspective, both forms of regulation influ-

ence behavior in a similar way.

BPAT, on the other hand, draws a sharp distinction between taxes and sub-

sidies. Research in psychology and behavioral economics has demonstrated the

importance of loss aversion and the choice between loss frames and gain frames

(Kahneman & Tversky 1979; Zamir 2014). In short, people dislike losses far

more than they like corresponding gains. To the extent that taxes are perceived

as losses and subsidies are perceived as gains, loss aversion suggests that taxes

36 As a practical matter, complete delegation and incentive delegation often work differently, even in a

rational choice framework. Incentive delegation is associated with lower prices and thus harnesses

decentralized information, whereas complete delegation is associated with larger sanctions and thus

imposes a one-size-fits-all outcome.
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will have a stronger behavioral effect (compare: Koszegi 2014).37 Incentives that

operate through the loss frame thus represent a greater degree of delegation.

Loss aversion also affects the optimal design of veto-based delegation

regimes. In particular, when setting the default, the government-agent should

consider whether deviation from the default, i.e., exercise of the veto, would be

perceived as a loss or a gain.38 Deviations from the default are less likely if they

are perceived as imposing losses (Sunstein 2013a). For that reason, regulation

that operates through the loss frame represents a greater degree of delegation

from the individual-principal.

2.2.3 Hybrid Delegation

When designing optimal delegation regimes, it is important to recognize that

the different regulatory tools are not mutually exclusive. Indeed, optimal dele-

gation can exploit interactions between different regulatory approaches. The

result is hybrid delegation.

In particular, disclosure regulation, or information delegation, interacts with

other forms of delegation in interesting ways. As a preliminary matter, a central

motivation for delegation is the agent’s informational advantage. Disclosure

can reduce this advantage and with it the need for higher degrees of delegation.

Next, consider specific interactions between information delegation and other

forms of delegation. For example, information delegation interacts with veto-

based delegation: the disclosure empowers the principal to exercise her veto

power in an informed way.39 In the context of health insurance, the principal

might want to be informed, to be able to rely on a default rule, and to be able to

opt out of that rule if she decides that opting-out is in her interest. A similar

interaction can occur between information delegation and incentive delegation.

The retirement savings problem illustrates several forms of hybrid delegation.

Social security as a mandatory rule represents full delegation regarding a base

amount of savings. Beyond this base amount, the tax code, through 401(k)

accounts, represents incentive delegation. In addition, the law encourages

employers automatically to enroll their employees in their retirement savings

37 Taxes need not be perceived as losses; rather they may be perceived as reducing the gain from a

certain activity. Similarly, subsidies need not be perceived as gains; rather they may be perceived as

reducing the loss from a certain activity. The identification of the reference point, against which

losses or gains are measured, is critical (See Kahneman & Tversky 1979; Zamir 2014).

38 Or both, e.g., opt-out of no liability insurance default entails both extra insurance (gain) and a

higher premium (loss).

39 Compare Barr, Mullainathan, & Shafir (2008, 2009) who propose to impose an enhanced disclosure

requirement on sellers as a condition for opting consumers out of a pro-consumer regulatory

default.
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plans, subject to opt-out, representing veto-based delegation. Finally, manda-

tory disclosures, or information delegation, facilitate the operation of both the

incentive and veto-based delegations. In many contexts, information delegation

and veto-based delegation provide an especially attractive combination.

3 . R E V E R S E D E L E G A T I O N

We have thus far described the individual as principal and the government as

agent. We now introduce an opposite paradigm—reverse delegation, where the

government is the principal and the individuals are the agents. If the issue

involves personal decisions, namely decisions that mainly affect a single indi-

vidual, it is natural to think about the individual as a principal who may choose

to delegate all or part of her decision-making powers to a government agent.

Reverse delegation captures a different set of problems—public good problems.

Here the government-principal, as representative of the People, sets a public

objective—a clean, sustainable environment, financial stability, higher educa-

tional attainment—and enlists individuals-agents to help attain this objective.40

We do not mean, of course, to suggest that government is always public-

spirited, or that it invariably has public objectives in mind. Recall our emphasis

on the imperfect motivations of public officials and the importance of beha-

vioral public choice. Our only claim is that insofar as those officials are seeking

to address public good problems, reverse delegation will play an important role.

3.1 Conceptualizing Reverse Delegation

Reverse delegation re-characterizes the different regulatory approaches. The

extreme approach of no delegation is represented by a centralized, com-

mand-and-control economy. A free market economy lies at the other, full

delegation side of the spectrum.41 In terms of regulatory tools, bans and man-

dates represent no delegation (from the government as principal), whereas no

regulation represents complete delegation (to individuals as agents). Disclosure

mandates, default rules, taxes and subsidies remain intermediate forms of

(reverse) delegation.

As in the personal decisions space, the optimal degree of delegation depends

on the relative competencies of the principal and the agent. When government

has the relevant information and expertise, along with the proper incentives, it

should retain more control and delegate less. And when information is

40 For a related account of delegation from government agencies to regulated firms, see Bamberger

(2006).

41 But see Hale (1923) and Fried (2002), for some necessary qualifications.
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decentralized, including information about the preferences of the different

individuals-agents and the constraints that they face, more delegation is

warranted.

But information and competence are not the only considerations. The

government-principal should not fully delegate public good decision even to

perfectly informed, perfectly rational individuals, to the extent that these indi-

viduals might ignore the external effects of their decisions.42 Consider the

externality problem—specifically, the concern that individual-agents will

ignore external effects that greatly matter to the government-principal. The

externality problem is similar to the misalignment-of-interests problem that

we emphasized when discussing (direct) delegation of personal decisions. As

misalignment of interests justified less (direct) delegation, the externality pro-

blem in the public good context places a thumb on the scale, sometimes a heavy

thumb, pushing toward less (reverse) delegation.

Finally, ideology and politics impose bounds on optimal delegation. Liberal

democracies require substantial delegation, whereas authoritarian regimes

might not tolerate more than a modicum of delegation. Even in the context

of public good problems, there are strong reasons to follow the path of liberal

democracies, as we shall now see.43

3.2 Illustrating Reverse Delegation

To assess the usefulness of the reverse delegation frame for the regulation of

public goods, consider the following examples:

3.2.1 Environmental Protection

The government wants to reduce pollution and minimize the adverse effects of

climate change. There are many steps that the government-principal can take

on its own. It can decide to purchase electricity only from “green” power plants.

It can replace its vehicle fleet with hybrid cars (or others that have good fuel

economy). The impact of such steps depends on the relative size of the govern-

ment sector. In any event, to achieve its environmental protection objective, the

government-principal would also like to influence the behavior and decisions of

private parties—of individuals-agents. Such influence can take many forms. It

can be heavy-handed, leaving no discretion for the individual—the no

42 In the important context of fuel economy, see Bubb & Pildes (2014).

43 On the potential role of social norms in this context, see the discussion in Ellickson (1994) (showing

that norms can solve public good problems); Ostrom (1990) (same). For an early and still valuable

treatment, see Ulmann-Margalit (1976). Under certain conditions, social norms can justify a full

delegation from government, if it knows that such norms will solve public goods problems.
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delegation option. For example, the government can ban the discharge of

certain pollutants.

But the government-principal can also influence individual decisions using

intermediate levels of delegation. Incentive delegation, specifically tax breaks,

can be used to encourage the purchase of fuel-efficient vehicles (Bubb & Pildes

2014). Disclosure delegation can be used to reduce energy consumption. For

example, the government may require prominent disclosure of a vehicle’s mpg

rating, or may take steps to ensure that consumers learn about the environ-

mental consequences of fuel-inefficient vehicles (id.). Or invoking behavioral

insights, the government can require utility companies to disclose, on the

monthly bill, how an individual’s electricity consumption compares to that

of her neighbors (Allcott 2011). And default rules might be used to favor

environmentally preferred technologies, subject to opt-out (Sunstein &

Reisch 2014; Pichert & Katsikopoulos 2008).

Here as elsewhere, the optimal degree of delegation depends on questions of

information and competence. If the government-principal concluded, with

justified confidence, that the harm from releasing a certain pollutant into the

atmosphere outweighs the benefits of the activity that generated this pollutant,

then no delegation is necessary and a simple ban is justified. In other cases, the

cost-benefit trade-off is less obvious. More importantly, the trade-off may well

depend on information that the individual-agent has and that the government-

principal does not. The decision whether to buy a hybrid car depends on the

individual’s driving patterns. Decisions affecting the amount of electricity con-

sumed depend on household-specific information—tolerance for certain levels

of heat and cold, the number and ages of the children, the insulation of the

house, and so forth. The government-principal lacks the information needed to

make the decision, and it would be inefficient for the government-principal to

acquire the necessary information. Some kind of delegation is the optimal

solution, perhaps in the form of incentives or default rules rather than mandates

or bans.

3.2.2 Healthcare

The government wants to reduce healthcare costs, and thus the budget deficit.

One way to accomplish this is by inducing individuals-agents to make healthier

food choices,44 to stop smoking, and to make better healthcare and prescription

drug choices. Note that by hypothesis, the objective is to reduce the toll on the

federal budget, not to improve the health of individual citizens. The latter

44 Note that the Affordable Care Act takes this approach insofar as it requires calorie labeling at

chain restaurants and the like. See http://www.fda.gov/Food/IngredientsPackagingLabeling/

LabelingNutrition/ucm248732.htm.
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would be a personal decision, analyzed through the direct delegation frame,

rather than the reverse delegation frame. But, of course, the two policy objec-

tives are closely related. Healthier individuals means lower healthcare costs.

Government spending on healthcare depends critically on a great multitude

of individual lifestyle decisions and healthcare choices. For many of these deci-

sions, there is no single correct choice. A great deal depends on varying values

and tastes. What to eat, how much to exercise, which healthcare plan to

choose—they all depend on the individual-agent’s preferences and circum-

stances. Consistent with Mill’s central plea, the necessary information is located

with the individual-agent. And, therefore, delegation is optimal. In some cases,

where the government-principal has more information, it will choose a lesser

degree of delegation. For example, the government can impose certain mini-

mum requirements on health insurance plans. In other cases, a higher degree of

delegation would be optimal. Perhaps most common in this space is informa-

tion delegation—from nutrition labels to warnings on cigarette packages

(Loewenstein, Sunstein, & Golman 2014).

Importantly, BPAT tells us that, even within the information delegation

category, some disclosure techniques entail more delegation than others.

Some disclosures are purely informative, assisting the individual-agent in

making the optimal, deliberative choice. Other disclosures, such as graphic

anti-smoking advertisements, are designed to trigger an emotional response,

and provide a stronger nudge in a specific direction (Bubb 2015; Jolls 2013).

The latter approach should be taken by a government-principal that is better

informed and has less confidence in the decision-making abilities of its

individuals-agents.

3.2.3 Saving

The government wants to increase saving, because of the macroeconomic ben-

efits and to reduce the cost of welfare programs. One way to accomplish this is

by inducing individuals-agents to save more for retirement (Benartzi & Thaler

2013). As with health, saving is also a personal decision—to be analyzed using

the direct delegation frame. But focusing on the aforementioned externalities,

saving can also be studied using a reverse delegation frame. Optimal saving

decisions depend on individual preferences and circumstances, as well as on the

broader macroeconomic effects. From a rational-choice, PAT perspective the

importance of the individual-level factors suggests more delegation to the indi-

viduals-agents. BPAT, while recognizing the informational advantage of the

individuals-agents, raises concerns about the ability of these agents to make

optimal decisions, suggesting less delegation. It follows that some intermediate

level of delegation, or hybrid delegation, may be optimal. (See Section 2.2.3

above; Benartzi & Thaler 2013.)
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3.2.4 Homeownership

The government wants to increase homeownership, because of the positive

externalities that (on one view) it is likely to create (DiPasquale & Glaeser

1999). But it also wants to avoid resort to risky mortgage financing, because

of systemic risk. Given the substantial externalities and macroeconomic impli-

cations, the government-principal would want to retain much decision-making

authority. Specifically, the government-agent would ban or severely restrict the

use of what it considers to be risky mortgage products. Alternatively, it might

impose limits on the securitization of mortgage debt.

Note that the government-principal’s reluctance to delegate is based in large

part on concerns about the individuals-agents’ decision-making abilities.

Imperfectly rational homeowners might fail to appreciate the risks associated

with these risky mortgage products. Optimistic or improperly incentivized

bankers might make risky securitization decisions (Bar-Gill 2012, Ch. 3;

Bubb & Krishnamurthy 2015).

But, again, homeownership is a very personal decision, based on a host of

factors that the individual-agent knows and that the government-principal does

not. Mortgage financing decisions can similarly depend on individual prefer-

ences and circumstances. It follows that the government-principal would often

choose more delegation. Regulation-as-delegation has taken several forms here,

primarily incentive delegation, through tax credits for mortgage interest, and

information delegation, through public provision of information and through

various disclosure mandates imposed on lenders. Veto-based delegation can

also be attractive.45

A multiagent approach is also being implemented in the area of mortgage

financing. Recognizing the importance of individual-level information, but not

trusting the individuals-agents fully to understand the implications of this

information, the government-principal is enlisting market-agents to review

the individual-level information. The ability-to-repay rules under Dodd–

Frank can be understood within this multi-agent framework (Dodd–Frank §§

1411, 1412, 1414).

4 . C O N C L U S I O N

Our central claim here has been that especially with the help of a behavioral

lens, PAT casts fresh light on some persistent problems in the theory and

45 See IRS, Home Mortgage Interest Deduction, Publication 936 (2014) (http://www.irs.gov/

publications/p936/ar02.html) (incentive delegation); CFPB, Know Before You Owe (http://www.

consumerfinance.gov/knowbeforeyouowe/) (information delegation); Barr, Mullainathan, & Shafir

(2008) (veto-based delegation).
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practice of regulation. In the domain of personal decisions, forms of apparent

paternalism are not rare, even if they are usually defended and explained in

nonpaternalistic terms. Those forms of apparent paternalism might be more

readily justified if we see regulation not as an imposition, but as reflecting an

implicit delegation. Even if they emerge as unjustifiable, as they sometimes will,

the delegation metaphor helps to explain exactly why.

We have seen that under plausible assumptions, sensible principals would

delegate authority to public officials, in recognition of limitations in informa-

tion and time, and of their own behavioral biases. Importantly, the nature of

the delegation will differ with context. In some cases, the principal would seek

the agent’s help, but only in obtaining information. In other cases, the principal

would favor incentives or some kind of presumption, which the principal could

override if the circumstances warranted. In extreme cases, a rational principal

would favor a mandate or a ban. We have attempted to specify the conditions

under which one or another approach makes best sense. By pointing to the

risks of excessive and insufficient delegation, BPAT enriches the standard

analysis.

We have emphasized that the delegations here are hypothetical rather than

actual (but see Sunstein 2015a, Bar-Gill and Sunstein 2015), and to that extent,

BPAT cannot entirely resolve debates about the appropriate role of govern-

ments in such domains as food safety, retirement planning, energy efficiency,

occupational safety, and health. But by establishing that rational principals

would favor the use of agents, we have argued that ultimate conclusions

depend not on anything abstract or ineffable, but largely on the costs of deci-

sions and the costs of errors.

Shifting from personal decisions to public goods problems, we have shown

that, here too, BPAT sheds new light on the theory and practice of regulation.

Now it is the government as principal that decides on the optimal degree of

delegation to the individuals-agents, and a regulatory technique that entailed

minimal delegation in the personal decisions context implies maximal (reverse)

delegation. The important point is that a similar framework—balancing deci-

sion costs and error costs—applies. In our view, an understanding of that

framework helps to illuminate a wide range of domains in which government

is effectively delegating authority to individuals to solve public goods problems,

and in which it is required to select appropriate tools.
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